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THE JOURNEY STARTS HERE
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DISCLAIMER:
Even though Vacationer Caravans endeavours to ensure that every representation of our caravans is true and correct at 
the time of printing, at times things may change. Specifications and colours of materials may be updated due to change 
of suppliers, discontinuation of the product, a product recall, supply chain issues etc. Vacationer Caravans also reserves 
the right to change the appearance of the caravans from what is shown within this brochure through different decals or 
cladding due to customer demand.
Vacationer Caravans reserves the right to change model availability, model specifications, designs, layouts and other 
aspects of our products and services, without prior notice. 
For the latest models, specifications, designs and layouts, always consult your dealer.
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VACATIONER CARAVANS - WELCOME

About Us

We are one of Australia’s leading 
manufacturers of quality off-road, semi-off-
road and touring aluminium frame caravans.

Vacation Caravans is proudly Australian-
made and we are manufacturers of 
premium-built caravans for any lifestyle. 
Known in the industry for being a leader 
in premium-quality, Vacationer Caravans 
is also known for it’s distinctive design 
and industry leading technology. 

Our selection of off-road aluminium frame 
caravans have an unrivaled ability to traverse 
the Australian outback. With an extensive list 

of comfort inclusions, off-road suspension 
and the benefit of being ALKO-tested, your 
next adventure is no longer just a dream.

At Vacationer, we pride ourselves on 
our strong relationship with customers 
and our commitment to continuously 
supporting our strong following through 
our comprehensive after-sales support.

“Every caravan we build, we build for Australian conditions and with the most suitable 
materials.

We understand what our caravans mean to our 
customers and we make sure that they are built to match both taste and expectations.

You just have to see one of our caravans to understand why we at Vacationer have such a 
dedicated following.”

Matthew Simpson
Owner
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BUILT TO ENDURE

Manufacturing

If you are planning to take your caravan off-road or 
planning to tackle a loose gravel road, underbody 
protection is a must!

Our DAKAR range have this protection as standard and  
it can be added as an option on other models.

We use the best and most suitable materials and 
suppliers for our builds. This selection is driven by 
both internal requirements and experience from our 
customers. 

Vacationer Caravans follows a strict quality management 
process that is rigorously implemented, ensuring that  
the end product is worthy of the badge.

Our aluminium frame allows our caravans to thrive in 
the harsh Australian outback and ensure that the 
caravan has a longer usable lifespan.

Aluminium frames are better designed for off-roading, 
plus they have the benefit of not a non-rotting structure 
should any water ingress occur.

ALUMINIUM FRAME

PREMIUM QUALITY

UNDERBODY PROTECTION

All Vacationer Caravan models now come with a
Fibreglass Honeycomb Floors.

The Fibreglass Honeycomb Floors have a layer of 
HONEYCOMB CORE sandwitched between two 
FPR Sheets, providing a non-rot floor designed to
take on demands from everyday use.

FIBREGLASS HONEYCOMB FLOORS
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VACATIONER CARAVANS

The Range

> Great Value 
> Off-Road Chassis & Suspension
> Modern Building Materials  
> Many Layouts to Choose From
> Imposing Design

> Top Of The Range
> Off-Road Chassis & Suspension
> Underbody Protection
> Upgraded Suspension & Chassis 
> Most Capable Premium Caravan

> Best All Rounder 
> Off-Road Chassis & Suspension
> Strengthened Chassis 
> Unprecedented Comfort 
> Wide Range of Layouts

> Off-Road Single Axle 
> 3.0T Independent Suspension
> Large Payloads  
> High Quality Materials  
> Unique Compact Layouts
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To find out more about 
the LEONORA, please visit 
our website by scanning 
the QR code.

FLOOR PLANS - 2023

18C - Single Axle (Cafe) 18R - Single Axle (L-Shape)

186F - Bunk Flat Floor

209C - Kitchen Door Side 
(Café/Pantry)

 209R - Kitchen Door Side 
(Café/Pantry

209R - Kitchen Door Side (Club) 209R - Kitchen Roadside (Club)

186C - Café (Flat Floor)

196R - Kitchen Door Side (Café)

186R - Single Axle (Rear Bunk)

196R - Kitchen Road Side (Café)

Our extensive range of layouts have been designed for different requirements and 
uses. To see availability across our model range, please follow the key below. 
Most of our layouts are Dual Axle, but the Single Axle layouts have been highlighted.

DAKAR ROUGH RIDER WRAITH BANTAM

199F - Bunk (Flat Floor)

196C - Kitchen Road Side (Café)196C -  Angled Kitchen 
Door Side (Café)

186R - Single Axle (Rear Club)

(Single Axle Only)
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To find out more about 
the LEONORA, please visit 
our website by scanning 
the QR code.

We give our future owners real choice
through a wide variety of layouts, specifically
designed to satisfy and fulfill different needs.

Matthew Simpson - Owner

21R - Rear Club, Split Kitchen 
(Flat Floor)

213C - Bunk (L - Shape) 216C - Bunk,  Angled Kitchen 
(L - Shape)

22C - Large Ensuite, Angled  
Kitchen Door Side (Café/Pantry)

226C - Bunk Angled Kitchen 
(Club)

226R - East West Bed (Café)

226R - Rear Club, Angled  
Kitchen (Flat Floor)

229R - Rear Club, Split Kitchen 
(Flat Floor)

23F - Quad Bunk (Flat Floor)

To see the latest layout 
options and for more 
detailed images, visit our 
website by scanning the 
QR Code. 
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